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ABSTRACT
Common infrared video imagery can experience large variations in signal level across different

portions of a scene.

Global image processing techniques are not capable of using standard

displays to show both large variations and detail within individual regions of interest. For this

reason, local image processing approaches have been developed to increase contrast in localized

areas. These are typically high latency, post-video techniques targeted for specific applications.
We have developed a unique video processing approach that has near-zero latency and is not
computationally intensive, so imagery can be processed and displayed for real-time human
observation using minimal hardware.

Local scaling factors are computed using a flexible

distribution technique, allowing adjustable levels of sensitivity and local detail enhancement.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Real-world imagery is typically sampled using much more precision than is perceptible
by the human eye. Typical displays can display a maximum of 8-bit data whereas sampled

imagery may contain 14-bit, 16-bit, or greater precision. Therefore, choices must be made when
mapping the raw image data into the display range.
Simple global mappings have been developed to map data into a desired display range

based on global scene characteristics. These techniques are typically easy to implement and are

adequate for many applications. However, global techniques are not able to show localized detail
in the presence of large signal variations common in video imagery. To increase contrast in

individual regions of interest, local image processing approaches have been developed. Local
methods are able scale pixels with independent mappings based on neighborhood characteristics
whereas global methods apply a single mapping to all pixels in the image. Existing local methods

generally require significant computational power and processing time. In addition, they are
often targeted for specific applications. A general-purpose, computationally simple, real-time

local processing solution is desired.

This thesis builds on previous work in the area of fixed neighborhood enhancement. The
basic premise of these algorithms is that the value of an individual pixel is similar to the statistical
values of pixels in the same region. Though these algorithms can provide significant

enhancement, a satisfactory low-latency method for implementing these algorithms did not exist.

The method proposed in this thesis provides this real-time solution and can be implemented in
simple digital hardware. The result is an attractive image in which previously hidden scene
information is enhanced and made visible to the human eye.

1

CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

There are many ways to convert a high-precision input image to a low-precision display

image. Basic techniques are able to re-map the data dynamic range to fit the display dynamic

range but do not fully express the detail available. More complex techniques are able to both fit
the input data into the desired dynamic range and preserve a significant amount of detail, but

sometimes add image artifacts.

Mapping a set of data into a range with different precision results in changing an image
characteristic known as “contrast”. Contrast is one of the most essential elements for image

understanding.

A. Video Brightness and Contrast

1. What are brightness and contrast?
The brightness of an area of a scene is the intensity of the light emitted from that area in a

given direction. This is also known as the radiance of the area. When a detector is used to

measure brightness, the sensitivity of the detector to different wavelengths of light must also be
considered. This quantity is also known as luminance1. Since our discussions will center on the

ability of the eye or other detector to distinguish detail in a scene, we will use luminance as our
definition of brightness.

Contrast is the relationship between the brightness of the area of interest, or foreground f,

and that of its surroundings, or background bs. Multiple mathematical relationships are used to

define contrast. One commonly used relationship is the psychovisual definition of scene contrast2
7

(2.1)
*
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Another is the optical definition of scene contrast:
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(2.2)

Defining contrast in practical situations is difficult because it requires us to choose which portions

of a scene are foreground and which are background. This can be subjective, varying from image
to image, application to application, and person to person.
Imagery is commonly referred to as “high-contrast” or “low-contrast”. In general, a
high-contrast image contains a large number of black and white values but few values in between,

whereas a low-contrast image contains many mid-scale values but few black and white values.

2. What is contrast enhancement?
Contrast enhancement is the process of changing the contrast present in a scene to a more

optimal level.

The contrast knob on a television set is a simple example of a contrast

enhancement device. The knob does not actually set the level of image contrast. Instead it allows
the operator to adjust the intrinsic scene contrast to higher or lower levels.

An improvement in contrast can actually be an increase or a decrease in the value of Cs 3
An increase in contrast may be necessary to express the detail in localized areas of the scene.

Less contrast may be desired if the image is to be viewed as a whole. The optimal level of
contrast can also be spatially dependent. An increase in contrast may be required in some areas
whereas a decrease may be required in others.

Contrast enhancement typically centers on enhancing “display” contrast. In this case, the
human operator is involved and subjective measures are often most important. If the contrast
level is too low, the image seems to lack detail. If the level is too high, the image is not pleasing
.1

to the eye. This compromise between the level of display detail and subjective nature of the
image is an important consideration when a human is in the loop.

Some possible objective measures of the optimal contrast level do exist.

In noise

reduction applications, it is better the noise variations to have a lower level of contrast. In the
psychovisual world, a concept known as Weber’s Law defines the amount of contrast necessary

to exceed the threshold level of the eye. Weber’s Law states that for the eye to detect detail in an

area, the difference in luminance between the detail and the rest of the area must be at least two
percent of the total luminance of the area2:

(2-3)
Weber’s Law is useful in some applications and but difficult to practically apply in others2.
Importantly, contrast enhancement does not necessarily require a definition of foreground

and background. Instead, the desired enhancement level may be determined using general scene

characteristics. This is significant for automatic contrast enhancement since the definition of
foreground and background is not easy and may not be consistent between applications or human
operators.

3. Typical problems requiring contrast enhancement

Contrast enhancement is an important technique for visible, infrared, and other imagery,

Pratt34 identifies two general classifications of contrast enhancement problems:
1. Enhancing low-level signal variations above the noise floor
2. Optimally mapping a large number of data values to a reduced display range

Other specialized problems do exist.

Imagery can experience noise and interference due to many sources. Many correction
techniques have been developed to reduce or eliminate this noise. However, there are cases

4

where corrections are unable to adequately reduce noise, particularly where the noise source

varies temporally.

In cases where noise variations remain dominant over signal variations,

contrast enhancement is often beneficial. This process is performed by classifying signal as

foreground and noise as background then increasing the contrast between signal variations and
reducing the contrast between noise variations.

Common applications requiring contrast

enhancement due to high levels of noise include low-light photography, x-ray, ultrasound, and
mammography.2’3'5'6'7

A more general contrast enhancement problem occurs when an imaging system is
“display oversampled”. Figure 1 shows a system that contains a detector with 14-bit precision.

However, the display monitor in the system is only capable of displaying 256 grayscale values.

Obviously, some choices must be made in order for the data values to be properly represented on
the display. In this system, a contrast enhancement routine has been added to select the most

important range of values in the input data and map them to the 8-bit display range. Performing
this mapping in an optimal fashion in the focus of this paper.
X

10*

14-bit

14-bit
Detector

Contrast
Enhancement
Routine

8-bit

Figure 1. Mapping display-oversampled raw data to the display range
5

8-bit
Display

B. Global contrast enhancement techniques
Global contrast enhancement techniques have been around for many years, even before

the days of digital imaging. They have been refined over the years and are robust solutions to

many basic imaging needs. In one manner or another they are utilized in almost every imaging
application today.

At the root of global techniques are global transformations. A global transformation is a
mapping between input raw data value and output display level that is applied equally to all pixels

in an image. This process is shown in Figure 2 and is represented mathematically as8
ym,n=T{xm,n}

(2-4)

>

where xmis a pixel value in an input image X, ym n is a pixel value in an output image Y, and T is

an intensity transformation. The output value of a pixel is based only on the value of the pixel

and the global transformation. It is independent of position within the image and the values of

neighboring pixels.
The global transformation itself can be derived from global, local, or external
information. It may be linear or nonlinear, continuous or discontinuous, monotonic or non

monotonic. The only constraint is that it must be one-to-one so that each possible input value
maps to a single output value. Examples of commonly used global transformations are shown in

Figure 3.

input
dynamic
range

output
dynamic
range

Xm,n

Figure 2. Block diagram of a global transformation.
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Figure 3. Common global transformations.

Raw
Data
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Transformed
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------- i-------------------------- f
Large Input Dynamic

Ym.n

--------------------------------- — ”t"
Small Output Dynamic Range

(b)

(a)

Figure 4. Histogram of theoretical data set (a) before global transformation (b) after global
transformation.
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The global transformation process for a theoretical image is shown in Figure 4. The input
image contains three modes of data concentrated in the center of a large input dynamic range.

After the global transformation is applied, the three modes of data are still present but their values
have been mapped to fill the smaller output dynamic range. This operation is typical of global

enhancement techniques, which keep the relative order of pixel values the same while still

potentially changing the overall range they are contained within. In general, global contrast
enhancement techniques share the following characteristics:

1. The radiometric ordering of pixel intensities is preserved.

2. Algorithms are simple but rigid.
3. Transformations are typically constrained to monotonically increasing transfer functions,

although some exceptions do exist.

4. Increasing contrast in one portion of the dynamic range is typically at the expense of
decreased contrast in another portion of the dynamic range.

5. Fewer image artifacts are introduced.

Implementation of global techniques is often very simple. Global techniques can be applied to
pixel values in hardware using lookup tables or simple mathematical equations. Both of these

operations are easy to accomplish in real time.

Most global contrast enhancement techniques can be classified as linear contrast scaling,
contrast modification, or histogram modification. These are described in the following sections.

8

1. Linear Contrast Scaling

In linear contrast scaling, a piecewise linear transfer function is defined and used as the
global transformation. Linear functions are composed of an offset factor and a gain factor, and

these are used to control the mapping between input values and output values. Because of their

effect, these offset and gain controls are called “brightness” and “contrast”. Linear contrast

scaling is a very common technique and is referred to using alternate names such as “brightness
and contrast”, “contrast stretching”, “automatic contrast stretching”, and “autoscaling”2'4'9'10.
Figure 5 shows a number of common linear contrast scaling methods8'4'11. The basic

linear scaling shown in (a) linearly maps the entire input data range to the entire range of display
values. The piecewise linear transformations in (b)-(e) are modifications of linear scaling which
are suitable for select applications. The transformation shown in (f) is the most common form of
brightness and contrast, where only a select portion of the input range is linearly mapped to the

display output and the rest is saturated at the low display value or high display value.

The simplest implementations of linear contrast scaling are the brightness and contrast

controls on video displays. Here the linear transformation is decomposed into an offset term p
and a gain term % which are controlled with the brightness and contrast controls respectively:

y„,n =

"/? \x-dg +d0

,

(2.5)

where d0 and d„ are constants based on the actual output display range.

Since the proper values for /? and / often vary from image to image, automatic linear
contrast scaling is a necessity in most video applications. In these cases, the brightness and
contrast terms in the equation above are derived automatically using a statistical model. The two

most common models are min-max and Gaussian.

9
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Figure 5. Common linear contrast scaling transformations (a) basic linear scaling (b) grayscale
reversal (c) dark region stretching (d) bright region stretching (e) absolute value scaling (f)
brightness and contrast with clipping.
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In the min-max model, the minimum and maximum pixel values in the entire input image
are identified. The minimum value is mapped to the low end of the output range, the maximum

value is mapped to the high end of the output range, and the other input pixel values are linearly

scaled in between. Defining min(X) as the minimum pixel value and max(X) as the maximum

pixel value in the image X, the automatic min-max scaling is
~ min(X))
ym,n =

max(X) - min(X)

8

(2.6)

+ dn

Again, do and d„ are constants based on the output display range.
In the Gaussian model, the pixels values in the image are assumed to have a Gaussian

distribution. The mean and standard deviation of the pixel values are computed and used to fit a
given number of standard deviations centered about the mean into the new display range.
Mathematically, the new pixel value vm,„ is

ym'n

(x

-A/(X)J
rj-S(X) d«+d°

(2.7)

where M(X) and .S'(X) are the mean and standard deviation of the image X and rj is the number of
standard deviations to include in the display range. If the distribution of pixel values was truly

Gaussian, choosing rj equal to 4 would map 68% of pixel values into the display range and leave
the remaining pixel values either saturated white or black. This is a common compromise that

displays the bulk of the image information at the expense of not displaying some outlying pixel
values.

There are drawbacks to using either of these models.

The min-max model can be

significantly skewed when just a single very high or very low pixel value is present. Though not
as sensitive to single outliers, the Gaussian model does not always fit actual data sets very well.
Particularly troublesome are the multimodal distributions common in infrared imagery, where the

11

cold background is contained in one portion of the dynamic range and the hot targets are

contained in another.
Linear contrast scaling is useful in applications where data must be mapped into a new
dynamic range. It is also useful in improving the scaling of data that is only using a portion of the

current dynamic range4. However, linear contrast scaling has limited ability to improve data that
is already using the full dynamic range.

2. Contrast Modification

Contrast modification is similar to linear contrast scaling, but the mapping between input

values and output values is not constrained to piecewise linear functions.

This allows

improvements to certain data sets that are already using the full display range.

Contrast

modification is mainly used to correct for defects in image acquisition or display hardware, but it

can also enhance detail in designated portions of the display range.
Gamma correction, the most common contrast modification technique, was actually
developed long before video processing existed. Photographic film has a transfer function that is
non-linear with respect to exposure level. This non-linearity, or “gamma”, can be corrected by

controlling variables such as the type of recording film, paper contrast, or developer conditions.

Today, gamma correction is used digitally to compensate for film, sensor, and display non
linearity4.

Gamma correction is a non-linear remapping of the display range according to the
function

ym,n = d7xmtl7

,

(2.8)

where y is a constant greater than or equal to 0 and dy is a constant that relates the input dynamic
range to the output dynamic range. Figure 6 shows plots of this function for three different values

of gamma20. In the case y<l, lower pixel values are expanded to use more of the display
12
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Figure 6. Gamma correction global transformation for (a) y<l (b) y=l (c) y>l.

range and high values are compressed to use less of the display range. In the case y>l, high
values are expanded to use more of the display range and low values are compressed to use less

of the display range. The case y=l reduces to a linear mapping. Other functions may also be
used for contrast modification, including the square root, square, cube root, cube, and Gaussian

error functions.4'12

Contrast modification is not a perfect solution for general enhancement needs. Although

detail in a portion of the dynamic range can be better visualized, this is at the expense of loss of

detail in another designated range of the image. Additionally, it is difficult to configure contrast
modification to suit certain applications.

3. Histogram Modification
As in the previous approaches, histogram modification operates by using a global

transformation to map input pixel values to new output values. Instead of using an equation to

perform this mapping, a discrete transformation is created using properties of the image
histogram. The transformation is chosen to cause the histogram of the output image to resemble

some known distribution13.
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A displayed image typically utilizes some grayscale values much more than others.
Histogram modification can expand the number grayscale values used to express one portion of
the data range at the expense of the number used to express other parts of the range12. For

example, natural scenes generally contain more dark values than light values. If such a scene was
forced to have a uniform distribution, the large concentration of pixels at the low end of the

histogram would be spread through much of the display range while lighter values would be

compressed into a smaller portion of the range. The result is an image with more contrast
between the original dark values but less contrast between the original light values.

The most common example of histogram modification is histogram equalization, which
maps pixel values in a manner that the transformed image has an approximately uniform

distribution. The algorithm is simple. The cumulative histogram of the image is computed.
Then the result is normalized and used as the global transformation. This process is shown in

Figure 7.

The result shown in Figure 8 uses each range of gray scale values to express

approximately the same number of image pixels. The gaps where certain grayscale values are
unused is a common occurrence in the histogram equalization process.

Additionally, the

hardware used to implement histogram equalization is fairly simple, using a small memory space

to store the histogram as it is computed and then applying the resulting transformation using a
simple lookup table.
Histogram modification can be used to create other distributions as well.

Rayleigh,

exponential, cubic root, and logarithmic distributions are commonly used. Arbitrary distributions

may also be chosen to suit specific applications.
Though histogram modification can provide additional discrimination within the display
range, the algorithm has several drawbacks.4'12 Well-scaled imagery can actually be degraded.

Histogram modified imagery often feels artificial or “washed out” because the normal
relationships between grayscales have been altered. If the histogram of the input data
14
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Figure 7. Process of creating a histogram equalization transformation, (a) histogram of raw
image (b) cumulative histogram (c) histogram equalization global transformation.
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Figure 8. Histogram of histogram equalized output.

is narrow, quantization error can occur and result in a “grainy” output image. Additionally,
creating a better image does not always mean increasing contrast between the greatest number of
pixels. For example, the most important information in a typical infrared image is contained in
the relatively few pixels used to represent hot targets.

4. Comparison ofglobal techniques
To compare the performance of global techniques, a test image is processed using a few

different techniques.

The test image is captured using an infrared imager with 640x512

resolution and 14-bit data precision. It contains hot vehicles traveling on a warm road and a cool
lake containing a warm drain.
Figure 9 shows the image displayed using automatic linear contrast scaling. The overall

scene is mapped into the full display range, with the lighter grayscales displaying the warm

regions, mid-range grayscales displaying the ambient regions, and darker grayscales displaying
the cooler regions. It is difficult to see much detail within the regions, particularly within the

vehicles which are much hotter than the rest of the scene.

16

To see more detail in the cool regions, gamma corrections are applied to the original

image using y=0.6. Figure 10 shows the expansion of darker grayscales which allows more detail
to be displayed in the cool lake. The rest of the grayscales have been compressed as a tradeoff,

making the overall image appear washed out.

From the histograms of the output images, it appears that some groups of grayscales are
used much less frequently than others. Figure 11 shows the same test image processed using

histogram equalization. It is evident from the output histogram that each group of grayscales is
used to display approximately the same number of pixels in the image. Unfortunately, detail has

actually been lost in the hot vehicles and cool lake. The histogram equalized image also appears
somewhat unnatural because the relationships between grayscales have been drastically altered.
Global techniques have found widespread application in numerous systems.

techniques are robust and work well for most standard applications.

Global

However, there are

limitations to global techniques. Enhancement of one portion of the dynamic range is often at the
expense of another. And global techniques simply are not capable of providing high levels of

enhancement. For these reasons, a variety of local techniques have been developed. Local

techniques can provide increased enhancement when images have good global contrast but a lot

of low contrast details, or when images have good contrast in some regions but poor contrast in
others3.

17
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Figure 9. Image with automatic linear contrast scaling applied (a) image (b) image histogram.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Image with gamma correction applied (a) image (b) image histogram.
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(a)

Figure 11. Image with histogram equalization applied (a) image (b) image histogram.
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C. Local contrast enhancement techniques
In recent years, several local contrast enhancement techniques have been developed.
Commonly these are global techniques modified to operate on a local level. In cases where
imagery has significant low-level detail or contrast varies from region to region, local techniques

can provide significant improvement. Local techniques are more flexible and powerful than
global techniques, but it is easier to introduce significant levels of artifacts3.
Local techniques use local transformations to accomplish region-specific scaling. A local
transformation is a mapping between input raw data value and output display value that varies

according to spatial location.

This process is shown in Figure 12 and is represented

mathematically as
ym,n = T{Xm,n’Sm,n}

(2-9)

’

where Sm,„ denotes a set of local characteristics describing the neighborhood of x,„

In a local

transformation, the output value of a pixel is based not only on the value of the pixel itself but
also on the values of the surrounding pixels. This allows local techniques to create custom
distributions on pixel-by-pixel basis using the characteristics of the neighborhood surrounding

each pixel.

input
dynamic
range
__________

neighborhood
characteristics

V

T/v
1
Jk

Figure 12. Block diagram of a local transformation.
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Figure 13. Histogram of theoretical data set (a) before local transformation (b) after local
transformation.

The transformation process for a theoretical data set is shown in Figure 13. The input
image consists of a large input dynamic range containing three modes of data. After processing,
the three modes are still present but they have each been stretched to fill the full output dynamic

range. Because local techniques can isolate individual modes and enhance them separately, they

provide levels of enhancement that global techniques cannot. In general, local techniques operate
by emphasizing high frequency detail and attenuating low frequency background.

This is

appropriate because the human mind relies much more heavily on high spatial frequencies for
identificationI2.
Local techniques are able to significantly increase the level of image contrast. But, as
with global techniques, there are tradeoffs involved.

Common issues with local techniques

include3
1. The radiometric reordering of pixel intensities is problematic for some applications.

2. Algorithms are more complex than those of global techniques.
3. Algorithms are computationally intensive.
22

4. Processing can lead to over-enhancement of contrast level.

5. Processing can over-enhance noise.
6. Ringing artifacts often occur around sharp transitions in intensity.

Most implementations of local techniques operate on personal computers and take many seconds
to process single images. Some are able to process imagery at video rates, but often require
multiple processors to do so.

Morrow2 classifies local contrast enhancement techniques in five categories. These are
discussed in the following sections.

1. Convolution Filtering

K basic class of local techniques is convolution filtering. This involves the use of a
standard convolution mask, typically 3x3 or 5x5 pixels square. The convolution mask is moved

across the image and mask weights are used to rescale the pixel at the center of the mask.
The most common example of convolution filtering is unsharp masking.

Unsharp

masking first processes an image using a low-pass convolution filter. The low-pass result is then

subtracted from the original image, leaving only high-frequency information. A portion of the
high frequency image is then recombined with the original image to yield a high-frequency
enhanced image. Unfortunately, the degree of contrast enhancement achievable with convolution

filtering is limited2.

2. Adaptive Histogram Equalization
Global histogram equalization computes a histogram of the entire image, uses the

histogram to produce a global mapping, and applies this mapping to each pixel in the image. A
local version of this technique developed by Ketcham14 is called adaptive histogram equalization

(AHE). A histogram is generated using the local neighborhood centered about a given pixel, and
23

the result is used to produce a local mapping for that pixel. The process is repeated for each pixel

in the image. Over-enhancement is common in certain types of imagery, particularly infrared and
mammography. Additionally, AHE is too computationally intensive to be used in practical real
time applications.

To reduce the number of calculations, Pitzer15 developed an alternate technique in which

the image is divided into a reduced number of contiguous but non-overlapping neighborhoods. A
local histogram is computed for each neighborhood and the resulting mapping is assigned to the
pixel at the neighborhood center. Then interpolation is used to compute the mappings for all

other pixels from the results of the four nearest center pixels. Though this approach is less
computational in nature, the resulting mappings often do not match actual intensity variations.
In the same paper, Pitzer developed another variant called Contrast Limited Adaptive

Histogram Equalization (CLAHE). He observed that the over-enhancement experienced in AHE
is primarily caused by high gain. To limit this, the peaks of the local histograms are clipped to a
designated limit.

The technique is typically successful in limiting over-enhancement, but

unfortunately the proper clip limit tends to vary from image to image.
Adaptive histogram equalization and its variations are typically successful in increasing

contrast. Although processing is highly computational, good results can be achieved for some
types of imagery. Unfortunately, significant levels of image artifacts can be introduced in other

types of imagery. These artifacts are often visually distracting and limit image understanding. In
one study on contrast enhancement in mammography, CLAHE did not aid doctors any more than
the global techniques that were studied9.

Additionally, the optimal size of the histogram

neighborhood and the optimal gain limits are difficult to determine unless multiple iterations are

performed2.
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3. Region-Based

Region-based approaches2'5,6 use region growing and other segmentation techniques to
identify regions of pixels that have certain properties in common. Then the contrast is enhanced

within the identified regions. These techniques work particularly well in applications where only
certain features are of interest, such as medical imaging.

Without prior knowledge of the

application, finding regions of interest proves more difficult7. Region-based approaches have
been used effectively in enhancement of individual images, but because of their computational
complexity are not practical for processing video in real-time.

4. Background Removal

Background removal techniques identify the “background” content of an image

using techniques such as spline filtering, gray-scale morphological processing, or Fourier
processing2. The background is subtracted from the original image, leaving the high-frequency
content of the image.

Severe artifacts are commonly introduced by background removal

techniques8.

5. Fixed-Neighborhood Statistical Enhancement

Fixed neighborhood enhancement techniques5’1617
* '1819 are a powerful, but often
computationally intensive, class of local techniques. The basic premise of these algorithms is that

the value of an individual pixel is similar to the statistical values of pixels within the same

neighborhood. For a given pixel in an image, a fixed-sized neighborhood surrounding the pixel is

defined. The characteristics of the pixels within the neighborhood are then calculated and used to
scale the pixel. This process is repeated for every pixel in the image, individually scaling all

pixels according to the characteristics of their own local neighborhoods2.
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Previously, Ketcham16 devised a technique known as Local Area Brightness and Gain
Control (LABGC) that improves display performance through local control of brightness and
contrast. Adjusted brightness and contrast values are based on the unweighted local mean and
standard deviation which are calculated using a “sliding window” approach. Processing using a

9x9 sliding window was accomplished at real-time video rates.
Shortly thereafter, Harris17 introduced Constant Variance Enhancement (CVE). In CVE,
high frequency information is accentuated by subtracting a spatially weighted average. Then

constant local variance is induced by applying local gain.

A spatial weighting function is

incorporated into the local statistics. Mathematical operations are similar to convolution, limiting
the neighborhood size in practical applications.

Lee18 and Gordon and Rangayyan5 utilized LABGC and CVE concepts in noise filtering
and mammography applications. The “sliding window” approach was used in each case and

significant enhancement was obtained. However, maximum neighborhood sizes were limited and
both noted the high level of computation involved.
Narendra and Fitch19 recognized the inefficiency of the algorithms. Noticing that the

majority of the calculations are essentially low-pass filtering operations, they suggested an
alternate implementation using 2-D recursive low-pass filters. The simple analog implementation

operates at real-time video rates on neighborhood sizes up to 15x15. Unfortunately, the approach
does not allow a spatial weighting function to be introduced.

Fixed neighborhood enhancement techniques provide a great deal of promise. However,

they are computationally intensive, require the neighborhood sized to be configured to the size of
objects of interest, and will cause image artifacts unless proper weighting is applied. If these

limitations can be overcome, then significant enhancement is possible. The method presented in
this thesis is a fixed neighborhood enhancement technique that successfully overcomes these
limitations.
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6. Comparison of local techniques
The test image from Section II.B.4 is used to compare the performance of four local
techniques. As a reference, the test image is processed using global automatic linear contrast

scaling and is shown in Figure 14. Three modes representing the cool water, the ambient terrain,
and the warm road are evident in the histogram. The hot vehicles are mainly represented in the
trail that extends past the high mode.

Figure 15 shows the results of applying unsharp masking with a 3x3 convolution mask.
A significant amount of additional high-frequency information is visible as localized detail.
However, because the convolution mask is so small, mid-frequencies have hardly been enhanced

at all. Three modes can still be seen in the output histogram because a portion of the input image

is re-added as a part of the unsharp masking process.
Next, contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization is applied and the results are
shown in Figure 16. A great deal of contrast is present in the output image. The three modes in
the histogram slightly overlap, showing that some pixel values have been reordered and the

output dynamic range is being better utilized. Unfortunately, the image is not visibly appealing
due to the introduction of minor artifacts.

Figure 17 shows the output of a simple Fourier-based background removal technique. In

this technique, the low spatial frequencies are attenuated in the Fourier domain using a 2-D
window that is radially symmetric. Some minor enhancement is noticeable, but the appearance of
deep shadows around hot objects is also very evident. Again, the modes in the histogram have

begun to overlap.
Figure 18 shows a simulation of Ketcham’s local area brightness and gain control using

the largest neighborhood achievable in hardware.

The result shows significant contrast

enhancement but has a very harsh appearance. The “binary” nature of the output image is due to
the small neighborhood size and could be softened if a larger neighborhood were available. The
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three modes completely overlap in the histogram, suggesting a high level of contrast

enhancement.

Local techniques offer the promise of significant contrast enhancement. With the

enhancement, however, there is high computational complexity and an increased possibility of
artifacts. A low-latency method is needed that achieves significant enhancement with a low level

of image artifacts. The method proposed in this thesis provides this real-time solution and can be
implemented in simple digital hardware.
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Figure 14. Image with global automatic linear contrast scaling applied.
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Figure 15. Image with unsharp masking applied.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 16. Image with CLAHE applied.
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Figure 17. Image with Fourier background removal applied.
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Figure 18. Image with LAGBC applied.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

A. General Description

The slowly varying background present in most imagery does not add much to the overall
interpretation of the image. It is the mid to high spatial frequency details that contain the majority

of the information2.

Local techniques take advantage of this principle by identifying low

frequency information and decreasing its magnitude. This leaves additional room in the dynamic

range for mid and high frequency information to be enhanced.
Proper identification of spatial information is challenging. In principle, the information

content of a pixel is highly related to pixels in its immediate surroundings, somewhat related to
pixels in its general surroundings, and possibly unrelated to pixels a large spatial distance away.
Therefore the proper local mapping for an individual pixel would theoretically be based on the

characteristics of the pixel’s neighborhood, with contributions from nearby pixels weighted more

heavily than contributions from pixels further away. This suggests that a neighborhood of limited
size should be chosen and that any characterization of the neighborhood should be weighted
towards the center.

Neighborhood size has a major impact on enhancement level. If the neighborhood size is
too large, characterization does not directly relate to the local area and enhancement is limited. If

the neighborhood size is too small, characterization only relates to an isolated number of pixels
and processed imagery appears binary. The proper neighborhood size is mostly dependent on the

size of the objects of interest in the image3. In many ways, the neighborhood acts as a filter.
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Therefore the neighborhood size should be larger than the largest object of interest so that the
frequency content of objects of interest is not classified as background information’.

The current method operates using the principles discussed above.

A fixed-sized

neighborhood is defined based on the largest expected object of interest. The neighborhood is

shifted across the image in the same manner as a large convolution filter, as shown in Figure 19.
When the neighborhood is centered on given pixel in the image, the characteristics of the

neighborhood are measured using a weighted distribution. This information is used to adaptively

scale the center pixel, enhancing the differences between the pixel and its surrounding
neighborhood. Processing each pixel in this way yields an attractive image in which previously
hidden scene information is enhanced and made visible to the eye.

Figure 19. Measurement of neighborhood characteristics using a weighted distribution.
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B. Applying Weighted Statistics
Quantification of the neighborhood characteristics is performed using the weighted mean

and weighted standard deviation. For an N*N neighborhood in an image X centered about pixel
xm „ and weighted by an W*TV weighting distribution W centered about W(0,0), these statistics are

calculated using

E

TW(r,.s)x,

(3.1)

E E^(r,.v)

r=-4+l v~+l

and

cr„.(X,m,n) =

E EHZ(r’A')-r~-,„+,2
r^——+l 5=—r+l
(A-l):

E

^lV(r,s)/N2

V

E
-,v-

£ir(r,j)i

-1 5=-4-i
V

(3.2)

A*

E E^’5)

As N becomes large the weighted standard deviation can be reduced to two simple components,

the weighted mean of the square of the pixel values and the square of the weighted mean of the
pixel values:
cr„ (X, w,«) = -J//u.(X2,w,«)-/!,v(X,w,«)2

(3.3)

where X2 contains the square of the pixel values in the image X. These statistics form a measure

of the general characteristics of the neighborhood.
The slowly varying background does not contain much information but it does limit the

range available to display mid and high spatial frequency details. To remove the background
content from individual pixels, the local weighted mean is subtracted from the original image.
The local areas in the remaining image will then be centered about zero. However, the variance

of values about zero will typically differ from region to region, some using the full display range
and some using only a small portion. The local weighted standard deviation is used to normalize
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this effect, expanding each local area to use the full available display range.

The overall

transformation from raw data to display range is then the linear mapping

(3.4)

y m,n =---------------—--------- 7------- dg+d„
cr (X,m,ri)

where ym n is a scaled version of the pixel

„ and d„ and dg are constants based on the desired

output display range. In this manner, the essential information contained within X is identified
and mapped to the display range. A basic design using this methodology is shown in the block

diagram in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Block diagram of basic methodology.
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C. Creating a Satisfactory Weighting Distribution

The weighting distribution used to measure neighborhood characteristics is not arbitrary.

Figure 21 shows an image processed with a uniform 64x64 pixel distribution. A high level of
enhancement is attained, but a number of distracting artifacts are also present. Most notably,
there are light boxes surrounding hot objects. In video applications, these boxes would follow the

hot objects as they progress from frame-to-frame. This effect is due to abrupt changes when the
hot pixels enter and exit the local neighborhoods of other pixels. This is eliminated when the

weighting distribution approaches zero at its edges.
Performance is highly dependent on the shape of the weighting distribution. To obtain a
high level of enhancement and to insure results are visually pleasing, simulations have shown that

the weighting distribution must
1. be spatially weighted towards the center of the neighborhood,

2. peak at the center of the neighborhood,

3. gradually fall off from the center and approach zero near the edges, and
4. have pseudo-radial symmetry

An example of a desirable distribution is shown in Figure 22. Though a chosen weighting

distribution need not match this exactly, it should be similar in nature.
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Figure 21. Processed image using a uniform distribution.
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m

(b)
Figure 22. Example weighting distribution in

one dimension (b) two dimensions.
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CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION

It is apparent that computing the sums in Equations 3.1 and 3.3 is computationally

intensive, particularly for large neighborhood sizes. The implementation method presented in this
chapter obtains the same results with relatively few calculations.

The bulk of the calculations for each pixel neighborhood are contained in two weighted

sums, the weighted sum of neighborhood pixel values and the weighted sum of the squares of
neighborhood pixel values. By incorporating the weighting distribution and the summations in a

recursive relationship, the weighting distribution is created and adjusted in conjunction with

computation of the sums. This allows the weighted sums to be adjusted, not recalculated, when
the neighborhood location is changed. The order of magnitude of each set of neighborhood

calculations is then reduced from O(AF?) to 0(1).
There are three sections within this chapter. The first describes an adjustable weighting

distribution that allows weighted sums to be modified as the neighborhood location changes. The
second explains the operation of the recursive weighted sums and how they are implemented in
hardware. The third section outlines the process of normalizing the weighted sums, computing
the weighted neighborhood statistics, and using the results to scale the raw pixel data.
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A. Adjustable Weighting Distribution
A special weighting distribution must be found to allow the weighted sums to be

adjusted. In addition to the characteristics discussed in Section III.C, the weighting distribution

must meet the following implementation constraints:
1. The two-dimensional weighting function must be separable into independent horizontal
and vertical operations. This will limit the amount of hardware storage required.

2. Changing the weights of individual components must not require knowledge of the value
of each component. Instead, weighting should be adjustable using operations on the
overall sum so that the number of calculations will be limited.

3. The effect of the weighting adjustments must be easily computable. This will allow
weighted components to be removed from the overall sum as the neighborhood moves.

A distribution satisfying all of these requirements is developed in the remainder of this section.

1. Separable Distribution

Video processing at the hardware level is most efficient when performed one-

dimensionally, such as by processing all data in one row, then all data in the next row, and so on.
This requires a weighting function that can be applied in one dimension at a time but results in a

desirable 2-D weighting distribution. A vector w is defined as a lx# weighting distribution and a

matrix A is defined as an N*N neighborhood located somewhere in the image. Computing the

inner product wA applies the weighting distribution to each column in A. The result is a lx#
vector containing the weighted sum of each column. Next, computing the inner product of w and
wA applies the weighting distribution across the rows in A. (Note that the 1 x# row of weighted

sums must first be transposed to match the dimensions of the column weighting function.) This

yields the overall weighted sum of the neighborhood A:
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X

X

5)A(r’■*)=w(wA)z
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(4-1)

=-4+1 v=—y+l

where A(r,s) is a pixel located in the neighborhood A and W(r,s) is a component of the weighting

distribution W. W is the effective N*N weighting matrix applied to the neighborhood and is

equivalent to the outer product of the weighting function and its transpose:

W = w7w

(4.2)

Thus, W is a two-dimensional weighing distribution that can be applied through separate
horizontal and vertical operations.

For convenience in creating a distribution that peaks towards the center, the weighting
distribution w and the neighborhood matrix A is referenced in two separate parts. The inner
product wA is rewritten as

wA =

[wL

WD]
— WjjAv

+ wdAd ,

(4.3)

where wb and wD are lxjV/2 vectors and Au and AD are NI2WN matrices.

2. Adjustable Weights
On the surface, it appears that the weighted sum described in Equation 4.1 must be

recomputed using a new neighborhood A for each pixel in the image. These calculations would

require a computational order of magnitude OOV"’) for each pixel in the image. This level of
computation is not possible in real-time using simple digital hardware.
Examining the neighborhoods more closely, it is noticed that two different but

overlapping neighborhoods will contain many of the same pixels. The locations of the pixels will

simply be offset within the neighborhoods and therefore must be weighted differently. If w can
be chosen such that the weighting distribution contained within one neighborhood weighted
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for m, n positive:

for m, n positive.

(b)

(a)

Figure 23. Distributions that are (a) weighted linearly (b) weighted with a spatial exponent.

sum can be adjusted to correspond to the weighting distribution of an adjacent neighborhood,
then many calculations could be saved.

Finding a weighting method that is separable, adjustable, and has the desired shape is not
as straightforward as it may seem. Two example weighting distributions with desirable shapes
are shown in Figure 23. The first is a simple two-dimensional linear weighting that is obviously
separable into x- and y-operations. Unfortunately, the weighting of individual components within

a linearly weighted sum cannot be adjusted without knowledge of the values of the components.
The second distribution is a multiplier that increases in power based on spatial location. The

weighting of individual components within this distribution can be adjusted simply by applying
the same multiplier. Unfortunately, this distribution is not separable and therefore cannot be

expressed in the form of Equation 4.2.

To find a solution that is both separable and adjustable, a constant a is used to define a

weighting function as
(A

w,

l)+/i

2-

n = [-tV/2+1,0]

(4-4)

n = [1, A72]

(4.5)

and
wd[/7]

- a

(N '2)-n
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A plot of w for A-64 and a slightly greater than 1 is shown in Figure 24a. The resulting weights

of the two-dimensional distribution W are of the form
_

Wm,n = a

(N ■'2—n)+{N 2-m)

(4-6)

within the quadrant where m and n are positive.

Close examination of Equations 4.4 and 4.5 reveals that the weighting functions have the
characteristics
wv[n] = a ■ wf ,[n - 1]

,

n-[-N/2+2,0]

(4.7)

n = [2,A72]

(4.8)

and
woM = --wjrc-l] ,

a

which allow the weighting function to be adjusted as a whole.

Adjusting the weighting

distribution contained within a weighted sum to correspond to the weights of another

neighborhood is then a simple matter of applying a multiplier and an inverse multiplier to the

overall neighborhood sums.

Moreover, even though the weighting of a particular pixel is

repeatedly adjusted by modifying the weighted sum as a whole, the current weighting of the pixel

can always be found using Equation 4.4 or 4.5. This allows weighted components to be removed
from the overall sum as the neighborhood moves past their locations.

Figure 24. (a) 1-D weighting function (b) recursive 2-D distribution created in hardware.
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3. Final Distribution
The 2-D distribution W created by the process is shown in Figure 24b. In addition to

being mathematically suitable, the distribution has desirable qualitative properties.

The

distribution peaks at the center of the neighborhood, falls off gradually from the center,

approaches zero near the edges, and has pseudo-radial symmetry.
An added benefit of the multiplier approach is that the proper choice of multiplier can
simplify the hardware to an even greater extent. Adjustment of the distribution weights requires

either multiplying or dividing by a. If a is chosen to be of the form
cj

= 1 + 2“a

(4.9)

where Z? is a integer, then the multiplication in hardware reduces to a simple bit shift and addition.

Similarly, dividing by a is a combination of shifts and additions after applying the binomial
series21
- = —= l-2~6 +2’2A -2’3A + 2’4A -2_5A +•••

a

(4.10)

\ + 2~b

Block diagrams of these mathematical operations are shown in Figure 25.

An added convenience is that varying the value of b changes the overall shape of the

distribution. This provides an additional control over the degree of contrast enhancement that is

applied. The distribution shown in Figure 24 was created using b=3 and therefore the multiplier
tf=l+2’3. Figure 26 shows distributions created using the multipliers a=l+2'2 and o=l+2'4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 25. Implementation of (a) multiplication by a (b) division by a.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 26. Weighting distribution created using the multipliers (a) a=]+2~2 and (b) o=l+2'4.
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B. Recursive Weighted Sums
For each pixel in an image, local statistics are calculated for a surrounding neighborhood

A.

The results may be different for each pixel neighborhood, but the calculations are not

necessarily independent.

Adjacent neighborhoods are weighted using the same weighting

distribution and have many pixel values in common. The difference is a spatial offset that
requires different weights to be applied to the pixels in common. As discussed previously,
compensating for the weighting differences is simple if the proper weighting distribution is used.

This recursive operation allows neighborhood weighted sums to be computed based on
adjustments to prior weighted sums instead of being completely recalculated.

Figure 27 shows an AXV neighborhood Am,n centered at a pixel xmn located within an
image X. During processing, the neighborhood moves across the image first horizontally from
left to right, then vertically from top to bottom. As the neighborhood moves from left to right,

new weighted column sums are added to the weighted neighborhood sum at the right and

removed from the weighted neighborhood sum at the left. The pertinent weighted column sums
are computed in a similar manner. New pixels are added to the weighted column sums of the

previous row at the bottom and old pixels are removed at the top.
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Figure 27. Generic neighborhood and column within image X.

1. Column Sums
When the neighborhood moves to a new location, the weighted column sums are first

computed. As the neighborhood gradually works its way vertically, pixel values from below are

added to each column sum. These pixels become more heavily weighted as they fall closer to the
center of the neighborhood and less heavily weighted as they approach the top edge. When the

neighborhood finally moves below a pixel, the pixel’s value is removed from the weighted
neighborhood sum.

For ease of notation, an AM column dm,n within the neighborhood is defined and
separated into a top A72x 1 vector em.n and a bottom A72x1 vector fm>n:

d... =

(4-11)
1 in, n
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When a pixel falls at the center of a column, the pixel value must be removed from the bottom
sum wDfm.n and added to the top column sum Wvem,n. However, the pixel is now weighted much

more heavily than when it was first introduced. Therefore, the original pixel value is first scaled
to match the degree of scaling applied within wDfm,n before it is subtracted from the bottom sum

and added to the top sum. In this way, pixels are added, their weights adjusted, and then their
final effects removed.

The inner product wLem,„ can be computed using knowledge of two pixel values and the

corresponding column sum from the previous row:

wuem,„ = ~[wuem,n-i -„_J+

a

' 2

(4.12)

The inner product wDf can be computed in a similar fashion:

wnU fm,n„ = a

(4.13)

These results are combined using Equation 4.3 to yield the weighted sum of the pixels in the
entire column:

"A,,.,, = VVienl,n + WDfmjl

(4.14)

For efficiency, the weighted sum of each column is computed when it enters the neighborhood

and the result is buffered horizontally for use at the middle and at the end of the neighborhood.

2. Neighborhood Sums

Once the weighted sum of the column entering the neighborhood has been computed, it is

added to the current weighted neighborhood sum. As the neighborhood moves horizontally, this
column sum becomes increasingly weighted as it approaches the center of the neighborhood and
less heavily weighted as it approaches the left edge of the neighborhood.

To support this symmetric relationship, the N*N neighborhood Am,n is divided into a left
AxyV/2 neighborhood Bnin and a right N*N/2 neighborhood Cm,„:
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Am,n = [Bm,n

Cm,n]

(4.15)

The left and right weighted neighborhood sums are computed using the linear equations
wJwB

=-wu(wBm_l!n)r-wd

vvd.

(4.16)

wD(wCm>J = «[wD(wCm_ln)r -^"‘wdnbJ +wdrn^n

(4.17)

m i’"

a

+ a2

and

These results are then combined using to yield the overall weighted neighborhood sum
W(WAm.„

Z = WC

Z + WD (wCm;I1 Z

(4.1 8)

In this manner, the weighted sum of pixel values contained in Equations 3.1 and 3.3 is computed.

A similar approach using the sums of the squares of pixel values can be used to compute the
weighted sum of the pixel squares contained in Equation 3.3.
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C. Applying the Weighted Sums
The weighted sums computed in the previous section contain information about the

characteristics of the local pixel neighborhood. However, the information must be normalized

before it can be used in a meaningful way. Normalization is simply a matter of dividing the
weighted sum total weighting applied by the weighting distribution:

NormalizationFactor - —v ■ -j------------

(4.19)

£ £>F<>V)
r=-A+l j=4+|

In hardware, this value is a pre-computed constant that is applied using a simple hardware

multiplier.
Once normalization is performed, the weighted local mean pw(K,m,n) defined in Equation
3.1 is computed by squaring the sum of the neighborhood pixel values. Computing the weighted

local standard deviation aw(X,m,n) is slightly more complicated. The weighted standard deviation

is the square root of the difference between the weighted sum of the squares of the neighborhood
pixel values

and the weighted sum of the neighborhood pixel values pw(X,m,rt)

squared. Actually calculating a square root can be difficult in hardware. To accomplish this with

few resources, a square root approximation is developed and implemented using simple adders.

Details of the square root approximation are contained in Appendix A. This determines the
weighted standard deviation ow(X.,m,n).
Once the weighted statistics are available, the original raw pixel value can be scaled. The

local gain is calculated by inverting the weighted standard deviation with a simple hardware
lookup table. In parallel, the local mean is subtracted from the raw pixel value to remove the

contribution of the slowly varying background. The result is then multiplied by the local gain to
cause its neighborhood differences to utilize the full range of display values. Finally, a constant

gain and offset are applied to map the pixel into the pre-defined display dynamic range.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

A. Simulations
The technique developed in Chapters III and IV is coded in MATLAB for ease of

simulation, and the actual m-file is reproduced in Appendix B. The test image used previously is
then processed using global scaling and the present local processing technique (neighborhood size
80x80 and multiplier rz=l+2'4) and the results are shown in Figure 28. Significantly more detail

is now present in many areas of the scene, including the cold water, the ambient grassy area, and
the hot vehicles. The enhancement in the vehicles can be especially valuable for military target

identification and recognition, which often relies on identifying features such as the number of

wheels on a vehicle. And a quick glance of the results shows that few visible image artifacts have
been introduced. The histogram in Figure 29 shows that the cold, ambient, and hot temperature

modes have been superimposed. This suggests that the technique is able to simultaneously
display each mode using the full display range. Comparisons made to global techniques (Figures
10-11) and other local techniques (Figures 15-18) show the clear advantages of the present
technique. This particular scene fits the algorithm well. Since the few objects of interest are

approximately the same size, a neighborhood size can be chosen that fits all objects closely.
Figure 30 shows a construction site imaged with a 1024x1024 infrared focal plane array
(FPA). The first image is created using global processing. There is a great deal of detail in the

scene but much of it is hard to identify. The second image shows the results of local processing
using a 192x192 neighborhood size and a multiplier a=l+2"4. There is noticeably more contrast
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(a)

(b)
Figure 28. “Road’' test image displayed with (a) global scaling (b) local enhancement.
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8

Figure 29. Histogram of “Road” image (a) raw data (b) locally enhanced data

in this image and many details are easier to identify. Other details, such as the person walking
across the scene, experience no such enhancement. This is a limitation of the algorithm. Details

much smaller than the chosen neighborhood size are not necessarily enhanced if they are
substantially different than their immediate surroundings. But even with this limitation, the

locally processed results still offer more than the global results.

A 640*512 scene of a tank on a battlefield is shown in Figure 31. The tank is not
running, so it is close in temperature to the ambient field and there is little contrast. In the image
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(b)
Figure 30. “Construction” image displayed with (a) global scaling (b) local enhancement.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 31. “Tank” image displayed with (a) global scaling (b) local enhancement.
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(b)

Figure 32. “Lab” image displayed with (a) global scaling (b) local scaling.
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displayed using global scaling, the tank can be detected but is not necessarily noticeable at first

glance. If an operator was distracted, the tank could be missed. With local processing applied
(using a 128x128 neighborhood size and multiplier «=l+2'4), the dark grayscales used to display

the sky and the trees can also used to display the tank. The tank is then much more noticeable
and an attempt at identification can be made.
Figure 32 shows a 1024x1024 image of a man in the very near field-of-view. Local

enhancement (using a 256x256 neighborhood size and multiplier «=l+2"4) is able to increase the
contrast level and bring out detail that cannot be seen in the globally scaled image. The locally

scaled image also shows the most common artifact produced by this local method. The dark
halos around the head are a common occurrence when object sizes are very large. There is a
great statistical difference between the warm skin of the individual and the cool background. The

gain and offset factors must transition across this abrupt boundary in some fashion.

This

transition is made gradually, so a shadow is present that extends for a fairly long distance from
the object. If the transition were made more rapidly, then a darker, more isolated shadow would

appear.

B. Actual Hardware Implementation
A real-time implementation has been developed and integrated in the CMC Electronics

Night Conqueror II imager. It has processed 256x256, 640x512, and 1024x1024 imagery under a
variety of environmental conditions. The visible quality of imagery was improved in all cases,
and under most of these conditions the increase in visible information was dramatic. At its
maximum speed, the system can process 1024x1024 video at a 30Hz frame rate using 256x256

pixel neighborhoods.

This requires the calculations for each pixel neighborhood to be

accomplished in a 30ns time span.
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This algorithm places no rigid limitations on the neighborhood sizes, image sizes, or
processing rates that can be implemented.

Since the order of magnitude of neighborhood

calculations has been reduced from O(JV2) to O( 1), increasing the actual neighborhood size N does

not influence the number of calculations required per neighborhood. Similarly, a fixed number of
calculations must be performed for each pixel neighborhood and each set needs only a single
clock time. By creating an overlapping pipeline, an increase in the image size does not affect the
number of calculations that must be performed in any given pixel time. Maximum processing
rates are hardware dependent, but changes in the above parameters do not affect the maximum
frequency requirements placed on the implementation.

Future plans include optimizing the

implementation to operate at 60Hz frame rates and, separately, processing video from 2048x2048
focal plane arrays using 512><512 neighborhood sizes.

The actual implementation resides in a portion of a single Altera Stratix FGPA.

It

requires only 20% of the available programmable logic and much less than a full frame of RAM.

This conveniently leaves sufficient resources for the standard camera video processing, non

uniformity correction, and video output circuitry to operate in the same FPGA. Detailed resource
utilization is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. FPGA utilization of actual hardware implementation.

FPGA Resource

Description

Used

Total

% Used

Logic cells

8495

41250

20 %

M512s

Basic building-blocks in the FPGA that
each include one D flip-flop
32x18-bit block of on-chip RAM

20

384

5 %

M4Ks

128x36-bit block of on-chip RAM

78

183

42%

M-RAMs

4Kx144-bit block of on-chip RAM

4

4

100%

DSP block 9-bit
elements

Includes a 9x9 hardware multiplier, an
adder, and associated flip-flops and loqic.

52

112

46%
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The approach presented in this thesis provides local contrast enhancement in a highly
efficient real-time implementation. Imagery can be processed at standard 30Hz video rates using
large format image sizes and large pixel neighborhoods. All computations can be accomplished

with simple digital hardware, allowing the entire implementation to exist in only a portion of a

single FGPA.
A main advantage of this technique is its scalability. For a given N*N neighborhood

size, the brute-force method of recalculating statistics for each pixel would result in an order of
magnitude OfV2) for a set of pixel calculations. This is unmanageable for even moderate-sized

pixel neighborhoods. Using the present recursive approach, the order of magnitude is reduced to
0(1). This means that the neighborhood size can be increased without impacting the number of

calculations that must be performed. This is an important advantage since the demand for larger
video formats continues to grow.

The result is output video that contains significantly more contrast. Low-level detail is

displayed effectively even in the presence of large variations in dynamic range. This allows

detail in hot targets and cooler backgrounds to be displayed concurrently, a significant benefit for
infrared video. Output video is visually pleasing and includes only very minor artifacts. Overall,

the approach provides an increased level of visualization under a variety of environmental
conditions.
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APPENDIX A

The following is a hardware-friendly approximation to the square-root function. It is reproduced

with permission from a document22 authored by Bob Smith of CMC Electronics Cincinnati, Inc.

Approximating the Square Root Function
Requirements:
Approximation to square root function over the input range 0 - 1,000,000

No floating point; inputs and outputs are all integers

Output should be monotonic and as smooth as possible

Algorithm should be computationally simple and fast
Accuracy is desirable but not as important as the other requirements

The algorithm below is good up to n = 1,000,000 and can be extended to higher values if desired
For input value n (‘»’ means shift bits right)

if n < 2 then return n
else if n < 17 then return (n + 3) » 2
else if n < 273 then return (n + 63) » 4
else if n < 4369 then return (n + 1071) » 6
else if n < 69905 then return (n + 17391) » 8
else if n < 1118481 then return (n + 279279) » 10
This is reasonably accurate in spots but can be 20-30% too high. However it is monotonic,
smooth, and very simple to compute.

Here are some sample calculations:
N
10
100
1000

sqrt(N)
3.16
10
31.62

Algorithm
3
10
32
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2500
4096
10000
40000
65536
100000
1000000

50
64
100
200
256
316.22
1000

55
80
106
224
323
370
1249

The following is a MATLAB m-file that simulates the operation of the hardware:

function sigma = sigmasqtosigma(sigmasq)
% function sigma = sigmasqtosigma(sigmasq)
%
% SIGMASQTOSIGMA
Models a hardware approximation of the square root
% function.
Used in weighted box LAC hardware implementation.
% Based on work by Robert Smith.
O,'O
% Modified:
% 09/15/02
original version
% 12/11/02
added error message
% 03/30/04
cleaned up for thesis document
% Author: Douglas R. Droege,
% Copyright September 2002
% CMC Electronics Corp.

September 2002

if sigmasq < 2
sigma = sigmasq;
elseif sigmasq < 17
sigma = (sigmasq
3) / 2^2;
elseif sigmasq < 273
sigma = (sigmasq
63) / 2A4;
elseif sigmasq < 4369
sigma = (sigmasq + 1071) I 2A6;
elseif sigmasq < 69905
sigma = (sigmasq + 17391) / 2A£
elseif sigmasq < 1118481
sigma = (sigmasq + 279279) / 2A10;
else
error(1 Sigma out of range.’) ;
end
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A plot of the approximation output for a range of input values is shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33. Hardware-friendly square-root approximation.
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APPENDIX B

The following is an m-file that simulates the operation of the local processing technique presented
in this thesis:

function [J,Joffset,0,G] = camweightedbox(varargin)
% CAMWEIGHTEDBOX
Routine to read image data from fpa data files
I
%
raw data
%
BS
box size
%
twopower
distribution factor (a=l+2Atwopower)
%
sampfactor
increment to sample pixels to use in computing stats
%
maxval
max value in output data, assuming dynrange = 0-maxval
%
J
output image with wtd box gain and offset applied
%
Joffset
output image with wtd box offset and global gain applied
%
0
wtd box offset coefficients
%
G
wtd box gain coefficients
%
% Modified:
% 01/15/03
original version (ported from 1weightedboxlac.m1)
% 12/11/03
eliminated clipping min gain
% 12/12/03
added hard limit max gain clipping
%
% Author: Douglas R. Droege, January 2003
% Copyright January 2003
% CMC Electronics Corp.
% Get the input args
narg = nargin;
if (narg == 3)
I = varargin{1};
BS = varargin{2};
twopower = varargin{3};
sampfactor = 2;
maxval = 2A14-1;
elseif (narg == 4)
I = varargin{l};
BS = varargin{2};
twopower = varargin{3};
sampfactor = varargin{4);
maxval = 2A14-1;
elseif (narg == 5)
I = vararginfl};
BS = varargin{2};
twopower = varargin{3};
sampfactor = varargin{4};
maxval = varargin{5};
else
error(1 Too many or too few input arguments. ’ ) ;
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end
% Sample data to effectively compute stats using every pixel
sampstart = ceil(sampfactor/2);
Isamp = I(sampstart:sampfactor:end,sampstart:sampfactor:end);
BSsamp = BS/sampfactor;
% Initialize variables
[Y,X] = size(Isamp);
avg = zeros(size(Isamp));
sigmasq = zeros(size(Isamp));
% Pre-clip to avoid pixels extremely skewing stats
Istat = Isamp;
statavg = mean2(Isamp);
statsigma = std2(Isamp);
statmax = statavg + 6*statsigma;
statmin = statavg - 6*statsigma;
Istat(find(Istat>statmax)) = statmax;
Istat(find(lstat<statmin)) = statmin;

(causes noticeable boxes)

% Pre-compute the weighting distribution
x = repmat([0:BSsamp/2-1 BSsamp/2-1:-1:0],BSsamp,1);
y = x1 ;
a = 1 + 2 A - twopov/er;
r = a. A(x+y);
rnorm = r / sum(r(: ) ) ;
for c = 1 : Y
for d = 1:X
% Compute locations of box edges
xstart = d-BSsamp/2;
xend = d+BSsamp/2-1;
ystart = c-BSsamp/2;
yend = c+BSsamp/2-1;
NF_BORDER = (xstart<l || xend>X || ystart<l

% Handle edge effects
if (NF_BORDER)
rcur = r;
if (xstartcl)
rcur = rcur(:,1+(1-xstart):end);
xstart = 1;
end
if (xend>X)
rcur = rcur(:,1:end-(xend-X));
xend = X;
end
if (ystart<l)
rcur = rcur(1+(1-ystart):end,:);
ystart = 1;
end
if (yend>Y)
rcur = rcur(1;end-(yend-Y),:);
yend = Y;
end
rcurnorm = rcur / sum(rcur(: ) ) ;
else
rcurnorm = rnorm;
end
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|| yend>Y);

% Get raw data
rawpixel = Isamp(c,de
block = Istat(ystart:yend,xstart:xend);
% Compute weighted statistics from raw data
blockr = block .* rcurnorm;
avg(c,d) = sum(blockr(:));
sigmasq(c,d) = sum(sum(block.*block.*rcurnorm))

- avg (c , d) *avg (c, d) ;

end
end

0 = imresize(avg,sampfactor,'nearest');
G = imresizefl ./ (4*sqrt(sigmasq)),sampfactor,'nearest') ;
% Post-process data by clipping gains
globalsigma = std2(Isamp);
maxgain = 1/globalsigma; G(find(G > maxgain))
hardmaxgain = 1/256; G(find(G > hardmaxgain))
grayscale value, MATLAB range [0,1]

= maxgain;
= hardmaxgain;

%min 1DU to 1

^truncate if sizes are different (happens if sampfactor is odd)
[Yi,Xi] = size(I);
Otemp = mean2(O) * ones(size(0)+1);
Otemp(1:end-1,1:end-1) = O;
Gtemp = mean2(G) * ones(size(O)+1);
Gtemp(1:end-1,1:end-1) = G;
0 = imcrop(Otemp,[1 1 Xi-1 Yi-1]);
G = imcrop(Gtemp,[1 1 Xi-1 Yi-1]);

Joffsettemp =1-0;
[offsigma,offavg] = fpaavgdiff(Joffsettemp);
Joffset = (Joffsettemp - offavg) ./ (6*offsigma)
J = Joffsettemp .* G * maxval + maxval/2;
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* maxval + maxval/2;
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